Class: Patrick Stewart
How can geography affect our health?
Our Learning
Computing:
In computing we will be learning to be

Literacy:
We will be looking at the short animated
film ‘The Piano’ by Aidan Gibbons and
using this as inspiration for our

Teacher: Mrs Sacic

writing. We will be looking at how film

PE days are Tuesday

directors use different effects and

and Thursday.

replicating these to make our own short
films.

Computing is on a
Tuesday.

decimals and larger numbers, as well
as consolidating number facts. After
this will we revise angles, perimeter
and area and solve problems.

You can help us by,

PE kit on the
correct days;
encouraging them
to read and learn
their times tables
and spellings at
home.

the internet.
Science:
In Science we will be learning about living
things and their habitats. We will be
looking closely at the classification of
how they form.

We will be revisiting place value,

send your child’s

present ourselves and protect ourselves on

different animals and microorganisms and

Numeracy:

Remembering to

safe online, thinking about how we

Citizenship

CLICK:
In these lessons we will be learning about
how geography can affect our health. We
will be looking at different diets from
around the world and comparing these. We
will also be looking at how different
environments can affect health.

Being Creative!

SEAL / British Values:

Creative Arts:

The British Value we will be focussing

We will be using our

on is Democracy. We will discuss

knowledge from tasting

what it means to live within a

different world foods to design

democratic society, discussing the

our own dish.

rights and responsibilities we all have

In Literacy, we will become

within the larger school community.

film directors and make our

We will put democracy into practice

own short films.

when we elect our new school
councillors for this school year.

This Half Term’s Homework is:
To learn the Year 5 spellings and to learn by heart all multiplication and
division facts up to 12 x 12.
Children will be sent one piece of Numeracy and one piece of Literacy
home learning each week on a Friday to be handed back in on the
following Wednesday.
Children who successfully complete homework will be rewarded in class.

